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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR IMAGING USING MULTI APERTURE CAMERA

The present invention relates to as system and method for improving the spatial

resolution of digital cameras that consist of multiple imaging lens assemblies (hereinafter:

imaging channels) and at least one sensor that can be divided in to two or more regions.

The imaging lenses are designed to have the same field of. The final processed image is

composed of details obtained by different imaging channels. Each imaging channel

provides luminance details for different areas of the final image while three or more

imaging channels provide chrominance (color details) of the complete scene. As a result

higher resolution, higher dynamic range and low light performance are achieved. The

present invention relates generally to a system and method for capturing an image, and

more particularly to an advanced imaging systems having more than one aperture.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

US 2001/0134282 relates to an imaging device, comprising: a lens array

including a plurality of lenses facing a subject; an image sensor obtaining a compound-

eye image including single-eye images of the subject formed by the lenses; and a

computing unit processing the compound-eye image obtained by the image sensor,

wherein the lenses have different radii of curvature and substantially a same back focal

length; and the computing unit extracts an in-focus image from the compound-eye

image. The imaging unit also includes light-shielding walls for preventing crosstalk

between light beams passing through adjacent lens sets of the lens array. The imaging

unit also includes an image sensor such as a CMOS sensor that converts optical images

of the subject formed by the lens sets of the lens array into an image signal (data),

wherein the image sensor is mounted on a substrate. Lens surfaces of the lens sets of

the lens array have different radii of curvature so that the lens sets focus at different

subject distances. In addition to setting the radii of curvature as described above, the

lens sets are configured to have substantially the same back focal length.

International application WO 2009/151903 relates to camera array fabricated on

a semiconductor substrate to include a plurality of sensor elements, comprising: a first

imager fabricated at a first location of the semiconductor substrate, the first imager

including at least two first image sensor elements; and a second imager fabricated on a

second location of the semiconductor substrate, the second imager including at least two



second image sensor elements not overlapping with first image sensor elements.

International application WO 2009/151903 relates to using a distributed approach to

capturing images using a plurality of imagers of different imaging characteristics wherein

each imager may be spatially shifted from another imager in such a manner that an

imager captures an image that us shifted by a sub-pixel amount with respect to another

imager captured by another imager. Each imager may also include separate optics with

different filters and operate with different operating parameters (e.g., exposure time).

Distinct images generated by the imagers are processed to obtain an enhanced image.

Each imager may be associated with an optical element fabricated using wafer level

optics (WLO) technology.

US 201 1/0080487 relates to an imaging device comprising at least one imager

array, and each imager in the array comprises a plurality of light sensing elements and a

lens stack including at least one lens surface, where the lens stack is configured to form

an image on the light sensing elements, wherein a spectral filter is provided within each

imager and is configured to pass a specific spectral band of light; and spectral filters that

pass different spectral bands are provided within at least two of the imagers. In addition,

US 201 1/0080487 also discloses that at least one lens surface in the optical stack of an

imager differs based upon the specific spectral band of light passed by the spectral filter

within the imager; and each lens surface is selected from the group consisting of

diffractive, Fresnel, refractive and combinations thereof, wherein each of the imagers is

optically separated from the other imagers by at least two opaque surfaces located in

front of the light sensing elements and having openings arranged in axial alignment with

the lens stack of the imager.

US 2005/0225654 relates to a color camera, including at least three sub-

cameras, each sub-camera having an imaging lens, a color filter, and an array of

detectors, wherein filters associated with a color set are substantially the same. The

color camera combines images from the at least three sub-cameras to form a composite

multi-color image, at least two of the at least three sub-cameras each generate an image

for a substantially same color spectra, the at least two images for the substantially same

color spectra having a variation there between to provide a resolution of a composite

image for the substantially same color spectra which is higher than that of an individual

sub-camera, a resolution of a color image not having the substantially same color

spectra being less than the resolution of the composite image.



JP201 1109484 relates to a multiple-lens camera apparatus with which several

image area, the color filter of each color positioned for this every imaging region, and the

lens array to which it corresponded for this every imaging region wherein the multiple-

lens camera apparatus with which the focal distances with respect to this imaging region

of at least two sub lenses of this lens array mutually differ.

An imaging system typically consists of an imaging lens and a detecting sensor.

An imaging lens collects light emitted or reflected from objects in a scene and images

this light onto a detector. A detector is a photosensitive device, which converts light in to

electronic signal later forming a digital image. To photograph a color image a color filter

must be used to separate between different spectral regions of the total spectrum that is

being imaged.

A common filter that is used is called a Bayer mask which is a mask that is

positioned on top of the detecting surface and allows different spectra (colors) to reach

different pixels on the detector, for example a Bayer filter is composed of one green pixel

mask followed by a red pixel mask followed on the row below by a blue pixel mask and

finally another green pixel mask. Using a color mask such as a Bayer mask requires the

use of a standard single lens having sufficient resolution and performance at all 3 colors

used by the color mask (Red Green and Blue in the case of a Bayer mask but other color

combinations can be used having different spectrum filters placed in different pixel

location).

An object of the present invention is improve effective resolution, more preferably

image spatial resolution.

Another object of the present invention is to provide improved low light

performance by making smart use of the multiple imaging channels.

Another object of the present invention is to provide higher dynamic range of the

final image.

The present invention relates generally to a system and method for capturing an

image, and more particularly to an advanced system employing a multi aperture camera.

More in detail the present invention relates to a system for improving image spatial

resolution using a multi aperture digital camera having at least two imaging channels.

The term multi aperture digital camera as referred to means a camera that

consists of more than one imaging lenses each having its aperture and lens elements.

The term lenses of the different imaging channels as referred to means any imaging lens

that may consist of one or more optical surfaces having an optical power that is different



than zero. The term image spatial resolution as referred to means the ability of lens to

create an image which can resolve details that have a size of 1/f in which f is the spatial

resolution.

The present inventors found that the image spatial resolution can by improved by

using a multi aperture camera as recited in the appended claims and sub claims. In an

aspect of the disclosure there is provided a system for imaging including a one or more

imaging sensors; two or more lenses, each lens forms an initial image at a different

location on the sensor or on the different sensors in the case of multiple sensors.

According to an embodiment at least two of the apertures have the same field of view of

the different imaging channels.

The present inventors also found that the image dynamic range can be increase

using an algorithm that combines the luminance of the different imaging channels

When using multi aperture digital cameras, each lens forms an image that is

smaller than the size of the sensor or total size of sensors. The resulting products of

such a multi aperture digital camera are multiple images that have lower effective

resolution, lower than an image captured by a single aperture lens using the same

sensor or a single sensor having a pixel count that is equal to the sum of the plurality of

sensors. This reduction of resolution can be compensated by use of more pixels but this

solution leads to higher price and larger dimensions, which is undesirable in most cases.

The following invention proposes a solution that allows increasing the effective

resolution of a multi aperture camera.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In an imaging system containing multi apertures as described above we will

address herein after each lens and the area of the sensor in which the lens forms an

image on as an imaging channel.

The digital camera is composed of two or more imaging channels where the

imaging lens of each channel can be different than the imaging lens of other channels.

The focal length of a lens is defined by the distance in which the lens will form an image

of an object that is positioned at infinity.

The lens F-Number is defined as the focal length divided by the entrance pupil

diameter which is set by the lens aperture.



According to the present invention selecting the source of luminance from a

plurality of images captured by a multi aperture digital camera wherein the selection is

on the level of one or more pixels

The present invention relates to a system and method which may be applied to a

variety of imaging systems. This system and method provide high quality imaging while

considerably reducing the length of the camera as compared to other systems and

methods.

Specifically, the object of the present invention is to provide a system and a

method to improve image capturing devices while maintaining the same filed of view.

This is accomplished by using a 2 or more lenses. Each lens forms a small image of the

scene. Each lens transfers light emitted or reflected from objects in the scenery onto a

proportional area in the detector. The optical track of each lens is proportional to the

segment of the detector which the emitted or reflected light is projected on. Therefore,

when using smaller lenses, the area of the detector which the emitted or reflected light is

projected on, referred hereinafter as the active area of the detector, is smaller. When the

detector is active for each lens separately, each initial image formed is significantly

smaller as compare to using one lens which forms an entire image. One lens camera

transfers emitter or reflected light onto the entire detector area.

Therefore instead of using a single lens to form a large image covering the

complete sensor active area, we propose to use two or more lenses where each form a

small image covering only a part of the sensor's active area. The sensor that will be used

will not have any color mask on its active area and instead each lens will have a color

filter integrated within the optical barrel or in front of the lens (between the lens and the

scene) or between the lens and the sensor or placed on top of the sensor part that is

used with the specific lens.

Thus the present invention relates to a system for selecting the source of

luminance from a plurality of images captured by a multi aperture digital camera wherein

the selection is on the level of one or more pixels. The advantage of such selecting is

that image resolution, dynamic range and low light performance can be improved.

According to another embodiment the aforementioned selection is on level of one

pixel. The advantage of selecting on the pixel level is that at borders of bright and dark

areas the source of luminance will change as to allow maximal signal to noise ration in

the dark areas and avoid saturation at the bright areas by choosing the imaging channel

with the lowest signal values in the bright areas as a source of luminance.



According to another embodiment the aforementioned selection is on a level of a

group of adjacent pixels. The advantage of selecting on the pixel group level is that

computation time can be reduced.

According to another embodiment the pixels in the aforementioned group are

identified as containing edges by an edge detection algorithm. The advantage of

selecting pixel groups according to edges is that it can highly reduce computation time.

According to another embodiment the aforementioned system has two or more of

the lenses of the multi aperture digital camera are focused at the same distance.

The advantage of having two or more imaging channels focus at the same distance is to

achieve maximal image quality and effective resolution at a given distance.

According to another embodiment at least two of the imaging channels of the

aforementioned multi aperture digital camera have the same field of view. The

advantage of having same field of view on two or more of the imaging channels is to

maximize the size of the image in which information is available on all imaging channels.

According to another embodiment at least one of the imaging channels includes a

neutral density filter. The advantage of having a neutral density included in one or more

of the imaging channels is to enable high dynamic range of the final image by selection

of the source of luminance from the different imaging channels. When an imaging

channel which does not include a neutral density filter is saturated another imaging

channel that does include a neutral density filter might not be saturated due to the lower

transmission caused by the neutral density filter.

According to another embodiment at least one of the aforementioned imaging

channels includes a chromatic filter. The advantage of including a chromatic filter is the

ability of the multi aperture camera to capture a color image.

According to another embodiment at least one of the aforementioned imaging

channels includes a polarizing filter. The advantage of including such a filter is that

reflection from smooth surface such as bodies of water, automobiles, windows and alike

is reduced or removed.

According to another embodiment the aforementioned imaging channels form an

image on a single imaging detector. The advantage of using a single detector is that it

enables low cost and simplicity of assembly and operation.

According to another embodiment not all aforementioned imaging channels are

exposed equally. The advantage of exposing different imaging channels differently is

that we can control white balance in color images by applying different exposure



durations to the different imaging channels, which include a chromatic filter. Another

advantage exposing different imaging channels differently is the increase in the dynamic

range of the final image.

According to another embodiment a system at least two of the aforementioned

imaging channels include a chromatic filter and in which at least one additional imaging

channel has a broader spectral transmission than the said chromatic filter. The

advantage of the above system is that by choosing luminance from the broader spectral

filtered channel in areas which are dark, and by selecting luminance at other areas from

all imaging channels we are able to improve the low light performance of a camera.

Another advantage of the above embodiment is to enable high dynamic range of the

final image by selection of the source of luminance from the different imaging channels.

When an imaging channel which includes a broader spectral filter is saturated another

imaging channel that includes a chromatic filter might not be saturated. Choosing the

source of luminance from imaging channels that are not saturated will lead to an

increase of the dynamic range of the final image.

In addition the present invention relates to a method for composing a color image

from a plurality of images captured by a multi aperture digital camera using the system

as discussed here, which method comprises the following steps:

A . Comparing the signal values of the one or more pixels from the corresponding

captured images of the different imaging channels.

B. Selecting the source of luminance for the one or more pixels in the final image

from the different imaging channels according to comparison of step A.

C. Adjusting the signal values in said one or more pixels of step B.

D. Combining the thus adjusted one or more pixels into a composed luminance of

the final image.

E. Selecting the source of chrominance from three or more imaging channels.

F. Combining the luminance of step D and chrominance of step E into a final

color image.

According to another embodiment the present invention relates to a method for

composing a monochrome image from a plurality of images captured by a multi aperture

digital camera using the present system, which method comprises the following steps:

A 1. Comparing the signal values of the one or more pixels from the

corresponding captured images of the different imaging channels.



B 1. Selecting the source of luminance for the one or more pixels in the final

image from the different imaging channels according to comparison of step A 1.

C 1 . Adjusting the signal values in said one or more pixels of step B 1 .

D 1 . Combining the thus adjusted one or more pixels into a composed final image.

The present invention relates to the use of the present system for improving

image spatial resolution. In addition, the present invention relates to the use of the

present system for improving image low light performance. Furthermore, the present

invention relates to the use of the present system for improving image dynamic range.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 illustrates a side view of a single lens camera.

Figure 2 illustrates a sensor array (201) having multiple pixels.

Figure 3 illustrates a side view of a three lens camera having one sensor and

three lenses.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of a scene as projected on to the sensor.

Figure 5 illustrates a front view of a three lens camera using one rectangular

sensor divided in to three regions.

Figure 6 illustrates a front view of a three lens camera having one sensor, one

large lens and two smaller lenses.

Figure 7 illustrates a front view of a four lens camera having a one sensor (700)

and four lenses.

Figure 8 illustrates a 16 lens camera having four regions, each containing four

lenses as illustrated in figure 7 .

Figure 9 illustrates an image of a small light source as appears on a sensor.

Figure 1 illustrates a side view of a single lens camera having a single lens (102)

that can comprise one or more elements and a single sensor (101 ) .

Figure 2 illustrates a sensor array (201 ) having multiple pixels where the position

of the green filter, red filter and blue filter are marked by (202), (203) and (204)

respectively. The image that will be taken using this configuration needs to be processed

in order to separate the green, red and blue images.

Figure 3 illustrates a side view of a three lens camera having one sensor (310)

and three lenses (301 ) , (302) and (303). Each one of the said lens will project the image

of the same scene on to segments of the sensor marked by (31 1) , (312), and (313)



respectively. Each one of the three lenses will have different color filters integrated within

the lens, in front of it or between the lens and sensor (310). Using the described

configuration the image acquired by the sensor will be composed of two or more smaller

images, each imaging information from the scene at different spectrums.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of a scene as projected on to the sensor (401), in

each region of the sensor (402), (403) and (404) the same scene is projected but each

region will contain information for light at different wavelengths representing different

colors according to the filters integrated within the lens that forms the image on each

region.

The described configuration does not require the use of a color mask and

therefore the maximal spatial frequency that can be resolved by the sensor is higher, on

the other hand using smaller lens and smaller active area per channel necessarily

means that the focal length of the lens is smaller and therefore the spatial resolution in

objects space is decreased. Overall the maximal resolvable resolution for each color

remains same.

The image acquired by the sensor is composed of two or smaller images, each

containing information of the same scene but in different colors. The complete image is

then processed and separated in to 3 or more smaller images and combined together to

one large color image.

The described method of imaging has many advantages:

1. Shorter lens track (height) as each one of the lens used is smaller in size than

the single lens covering the same field of view, the total track (height) of each

lens is smaller allowing the camera to be smaller in height, an important factor for

mobile phone cameras, notebook cameras and other applications requiring short

optical track.

2 . Reduced Color artifacts- Since each color is captured separately, artifacts

originating from spatial dependency of each color in a color mask will not appear.

3 . Lens requirements: each lens does not have to be optimal for all spectrums used

but only for one spectrum, allowing simplifying the lens design and possibly

decreasing the amount of elements used in each lens as no color correction is

needed.

4 . Larger Depth of Focus: the depth of focus of a system depends on its focal

length. Since we use smaller lenses with smaller focal lengths, we increase the

depth of focus by the scale factor squared.



5 . Elimination of focus mechanism: focus mechanisms change the distance

between the lens and the sensor to compensate for the change in object distance

and to assure that the desired distance is in focus during the exposure time.

Such a mechanism is costly and has many other disadvantages such as:

a . Size

b. Power consumption

c . Shutter lag

d . Reliability

e. price

Using a fourth lens in addition to the three used for each color red, green and

blue (or other colors) with a broad spectral transmission can allow extension of the

sensor's dynamic range and improve the signal-to-noise performance of the camera in

low light conditions.

All configuration described above using a fourth lens element can be applied on

other configurations having two or more lenses.

Another configuration that is proposed is using two or more lenses with one

sensor having a color mask integrated or on top of the sensor such as a Bayer mask. In

such a configuration no color filter will be integrated in to each lens channel and all

lenses will create a color image on the sensor region corresponding to the specific lens.

The resulting image will be processed to form one large image combining the two or

more color images that are projected on to the sensor.

Three lens camera:

Dividing the sensor's active area in to 3 areas, one for each color Red, Green

and Blue (or other colors) can be achieved by placing 3 lens one beside the other as

described in the drawing below: The resulting image will consist of 3 small images were

each contains information of the same scene in different color. Such a configuration will

comprise of 3 lenses where the focal length of each lens is 4/9 of an equivalent single

lens camera that uses a color filter array, these values assume a 4:3 aspect ratio sensor.

Figure 5 illustrates a front view of a three lens camera using one rectangular

sensor (500) divided in to three regions (501), (502) and (503). The three lenses (51 1),

(512) and (513) each having different color filters integrated within the lens, in front of

the lens or between the lens and the sensor are used to form an image of the same

scene but in different colors. In This example each region of the sensor (501), (502) and



(503) are rectangular having the longer dimension of the rectangle perpendicular to the

long dimension of the complete sensor.

Other three lens configuration can be used, such as using a larger green filtered

lens and two smaller lenses for blue and red, such a configuration will results in higher

spatial resolution in the green channel since more pixels are being used.

Figure 6 illustrates a front view of a three lens camera having one sensor (600),

one large lens (613) and two smaller lenses (61 1) and (612). The large lens (613) is

used to form an image on the sensor segment marked (603) while the two smaller

lenses form an image on the sensor's segments marked with (601 ) and (602)

respectively. The larger lens (613) can use a green color filter while the two smaller

lenses (61 1) and (612) can use a blue and red filter respectively. Other color filters could

be used for each lens.

Four lens camera:

A four lens camera will comprise of 4 lenses each having different color filter

integrated within the lens, before the lens or between the lens and the sensor region

corresponding to the said lens. The color filters use for each lens can be partially

repeated meaning a specific color filter can appear twice causing 2 of the 4 lens to

image the same scene and at the same spectrum.

Figure 7 illustrates a front view of a four lens camera having a one sensor (700)

and four lenses (71 1), (712), (713) and (714). Each lens forms an image on the

corresponding sensor region marked with (701 ) , (702), (703) and (704) respectively.

Each one of the lenses will be integrated with a color filter in side the lens, in front of the

lens or between the lens and the sensor. All four lenses could be integrated with

different color filter or alternatively two of the four lenses could have the same color filter

integrated in side the lens, in front of the lens or between the lens and the sensor. For

example using two green filters one blue filter and one red filter will allow more light

collection in the green spectrum.

MxN lens camera:

Using M and /or N larger than 2 allows higher shortening factor and higher

increase in depth of focus.

Figure 8 illustrates a 16 lens camera having 4 regions (801), (802), (803) and

(804) each containing four lenses as illustrated in figure 7 .

Figure 9 illustrates a an image of a small light source (901) as appears on the

sensor (900) in two channels (910 and 920), in 910 the light source creates a signal in



two neighboring pixels, the resulting signal of the left image channels is a blurred image

of the small light source (901 ) . In the right side of the sensor (920) the light source was

imaged on to a single pixel. The resulting image of the light source will be sharper. Using

both channels as sources of luminance and comparing the sharpness of each pixel or

group of pixels on the different imaging channels followed by a selection of the source of

luminance according to the sharpness found at the different images.



CLAIMS

1. A system for selecting the source of luminance from a plurality of images captured by a

multi aperture digital camera wherein the selection is on the level of one or more pixels.

2 . The system of claim 1 in which the selection is on level of one pixel.

3 . The system in claim 1 in which the selection is on a level of a group of adjacent pixels.

4 . The system in claim 3 in which the adjacent pixels within the aforementioned group are

identified as containing edges by an edge detection algorithm.

5 . A system of claim 1 in which two or more of the lenses of the multi aperture digital

camera are focused at the same distance 15.

6 . The system of claim 1 in which at least two of the imaging channels of the multi aperture

digital camera have the same field of view.

7 . The system of claim 1 in which at least one of the imaging channels includes a neutral

density filter.

8 . The system of claim 1 in which at least one of the imaging channels includes a chromatic

filter.

9 . The system of claim 1 in which at least one of the imaging channels includes a polarizing

filter.

10. The system of claim 1 in which the imaging channels form an image on a single imaging

detector.

11. The system of claim 1 in which not all imaging channels are exposed equally.



12 . A system of claim 1 in which the at least two of the imaging channels include a chromatic

filter and in which at least one additional imaging channel has a broader spectral transmission

than the said chromatic filter.

13 A method forcomposing a color image from a plurality of images captured by a multi

aperture digital camera using the system according to claims 1-12 in comprising the following

steps:

A . Comparing the signal values of the one or more pixels from the corresponding

captured images of the of different imaging channels.

B. Selecting the source of luminance for the one or more pixels in the final image from

the different imaging channels according to comparison of step A .

C. Adjusting the signal values in said one or more pixels of step B.

D. Combining the thus adjusted one or more pixels into a composed luminance of the

final image.

E. Selecting the source of chrominance from three or more imaging channels.

F. Combining the luminance of step D and chrominance of step E into a final color

image.

14. A method forcomposing a monochrome image from a plurality of images captured by a

multi aperture digital camera using the system according to claims 1-12 in comprising the

following steps:

A 1. Comparing the signal values of the one or more pixels from the corresponding

captured images of the of different imaging channels.

B 1. Selecting the source of luminance for the one or more pixels in the final image from

the different imaging channels according to comparison of step A 1.

C 1 . Adjusting the signal values in said one or more pixels of step B 1 .

D 1 . Combining the thus adjusted one or more pixels into a composed final image.

15. The use of a system according to any one of the claims 1-12 for improving image spatial

resolution.

16. The use of a system according to any one of the claims 1-12 for improving image low

light performance.



17. The use of a system according to any one of the claims 1-12 for improving image

dynamic range.
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